Build Future Leaders of Character!

Character First Curriculum

The Character First Elementary curriculum presents timeless character traits in a bold, fresh manner for grades pre-K through 5. Use this curriculum to address issues such as:

- Bullying
- Conflict resolution
- Leadership skills
- Health and wellness
- School safety
- Decision-making
- Good citizenship
- Academic excellence

Each unit of curriculum offers approximately 3 hours of step-by-step instructional material on a specific character quality. Lessons include discussion, exploration, memorization, activities, stories, projects, and games to make each character concept clear, fun, and memorable.

FEATURES:

- Research-based and grounded in the tenets of developmental psychology and education theory
- Designed to reach visual, auditory, tactual, and kinesthetic learners
- 5 “I Wills” for each unit serve as learning goals or end-of-instruction objectives
- Includes resources to send home with students
- Flexible to meet the needs of each classroom
- Ideal for studying one character quality per month
- Craft templates, coloring sheets, stories, and instructional videos online
- Easy to integrate with or supplement other character education programs

Contact Kent Fahrenbruck for a tailored solution for your school or district. Toll Free 877.357.0001 or www.CharacterFirstEd.com
Elementary Curriculum

Browse character qualities and download free samples at www.CharacterFirstEd.com

**Classroom Pack:** $22.99 each ➤

Save money and get everything you need to emphasize a specific character quality. Includes one curriculum guide for the teacher, one anchor chart for the classroom, and 25 character cards to reward students for learning the definition. Or get a Family Pack for only $12.99 each ➤

**Curriculum Guide:** $9.99 each

This 8-page guide is included in the Classroom or Family Pack, but it’s also sold separately. It provides approximately 3 hours of instructional material in an easy-to-use format. Most teachers schedule at least one lesson (10 to 20 minutes) per week and fit the other lessons into the month as time is available.

**Anchor Chart:** $2.99 each ➤

These 11x17 durable posters give students a visual reminder of the character quality, the nature lesson, and the five “I Wills” taught throughout the curriculum. Use the vocabulary words as writing prompts. Reinforce the character concepts when you see them illustrated in other core subjects such as math, reading, health, science, or history. One anchor chart is included in each Classroom or Family Pack.

**Character Cards:** 49¢ each

Use these cards to help students remember the character concepts. Use them as a reward for students who learn the definition and five “I Wills,” or send the cards home for students to read and discuss with family members. Classroom Packs include 25 cards, Family Packs include 5 cards, and individual cards are also available separately.

Available at www.CharacterFirstEd.com or call 877.357.0001. Prices subject to change.